2021 TBfree
Disease Control
Operations
Consultation
August 2020

This document outlines proposed TBfree aerial
possum control operations in 2021.
OSPRI, which manages the TBfree programme, consults with
people and organisations affected by disease control operations,
including landowners and land users, farmers, hunters, and
people involved in outdoor recreation.
Details about how to make a submission are on the back cover,
page 28.
For further information, go to www.ospri.co.nz/have-your-say.
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The TBfree programme

Using 1080 for possum control

Possums are the wildlife source of TB infection in
cattle and deer in New Zealand, so possum control
is a key activity for the TBfree programme, alongside
livestock TB testing and movement control.

The careful use of biodegradable 1080 to control
possums has been a key tool in significantly reducing
TB in cattle and deer herds.

The TBfree programme aims to eradicate TB from
livestock by 2026, from possums by 2040 and from
all hosts by 2055.
Those objectives require maintaining very low possum
numbers for significant periods of time through
possum control. Most possum control work (more
than 90 per cent) is ground-based. In some areas,
aerial 1080 operations are more cost-effective than
other control methods and can be the only effective
method available.
As the TBfree programme progresses towards the
eradication of TB from wildlife and livestock, possum
control methods are constantly assessed and
reprioritised to ensure the best use of resources
will achieve eradication goals.

Sodium fluouroacetate (1080) is one of the most
widely researched possum control tools. There have
been extensive investigations into its use in New
Zealand by both the Environmental Protection Agency
and the Parliamentary Commissioner for
the Environment.
It has proven particularly effective in aerial baiting
programmes to control possums over large areas of
land or forest, or where the terrain makes access on
foot difficult or inefficient.
Conservation and farming leaders have voiced strong
support for the continued use of 1080 in New Zealand.

Success to date
•

TB eradicated from more than 2 million hectares.

•

Infected herds reduced to 37 as at 30 June 2020
(down from 695 in 2000).

How we use toxins
Hand-laid traps and toxins account for the majority
of TB pest management work. The remaining area is
controlled by aerial 1080 baiting.
The aerial application of 1080 is the most effective
and cost-efficient method for controlling introduced
possums and other predators such as rats and stoats
over large areas with difficult access. 1080 is the only
toxin registered for aerial application to keep possum
numbers low enough to eradicate TB.
One control operation will often suppress possum
populations to low levels for up to five years, so it may
take as few as two or three applications to achieve
eradication of TB.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme
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How we find and control the TB infection cycle
The red line tracks the path of TB
infection within the possum population,
circulating and infecting maintenance
hosts, with a weak link between ferrets
and livestock.

TB

Pigs, ferrets and sometimes deer
get TB from possums but not from
each other.

Possums can maintain TB within
own population and cause about
50% of herd infection cases.

Possum control breaks
the disease cycle in possums
and stops them from infecting
farmed cattle/deer

Surveys of pigs, ferrets and
deer help tell us where TB is still
present in possums

ospri.co.nz
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Towards eradication:
regional operational focus
The TBfree programme’s operational activities are
bringing many areas significantly closer to planned
eradication dates.
The operations open for consultation in this document
are part of a national approach to TB management.

Planned eradication by:
2018

2028

2020

2030

2022

2032

2024

2035

2026

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

Regional plans for TB eradication are focused on
remaining areas with TB infection risk in wildlife.
These will be systematically treated with possum
control activities along a determined path towards
TB eradication, as illustrated in the maps following.
TB Management Areas across New Zealand are
shaded on the maps below, with their expected
dates of TB eradication.
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Planned eradication by:
2018

2028

2020

2030

2022

2032

2024

2035

2026

The road to TB eradication
OSPRI’s operations are time-limited. First, the possum
population is reduced to low numbers, sometimes
through an aerial operation. It is then maintained at a
low level over several years to break the disease cycle.

After control operations, checks are made to see if
any TB can still be found in wildlife. If there is none,
the area is declared TB free.

TB
Testing
wildlife

Possum control,
year one

Wildlife is checked
Possums spread TB.
to see if TB is present
Getting numbers low
in an area. We also use
will help stop TB.
records of herd infection.

Keeping possum
numbers low

Testing
wildlife

TB eradicated

It’s really important to
keep possum numbers
low over multiple years
to break the TB cycle.

Wildlife is checked
for signs of TB.

There is no need
for further control
although checks are
still made for TB.
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Proposed operations for 2021
The maps on page 6 and 7 outline the aerial 1080
possum control activities planned for 2020/2021.
Each region has a different disease control focus
based on the status of infected herds and wildlife,
this is explained on page 8. Aerial operations cover
about 10% of proposed operational activity.
The majority of remaining work involves wildlife
surveys (50%) and ground-based pest control making

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

up the balance (40%). For detail on the specific aerial
operations proposed, please refer to the page numbers
in the table of contents.
Specific details and operational boundaries are
indicative only and may change as a result of further
planning and consultation. Final details will be
communicated directly to affected parties, and through
letters, public notifications, media and at ospri.co.nz.

2021 TBfree Disease Control Operations Consultation

Control operations area coverage 2021
Proposed activity
Aerial operations

North Island Northern South Island
93,936 ha

96,364 ha

Southern South Island
3,857 ha
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Regional overviews
North Island
In the North Island, a major possum control effort
will be directed at a significant rise in livestock TB
cases observed in Hawke’s Bay since April 2019.
Investigation of these cases points to an expansion of
infected wildlife from inland Hawke’s Bay, around the
upper Mohaka and Waipunga catchments. The disease
response includes proposed aerial 1080 operations
across extensive native and plantation forests,
shrublands and gorge country at Kokomoka-Takahiapo,
Waikoau, Willowflat and Tutaekuri-Mohaka. Significant
ground-based possum control will support the aerial
programme and also target easier country, particularly
about Patoka, Rissington, Opouahi, Waikoau and
Gwavas. An accelerated herd testing programme
and expansion of the area subject to pre-movement
livestock testing were introduced in 2019/20.
Elsewhere in the North Island, combined aerial and
ground-based possum control operations are proposed
for significant areas with residual wildlife TB risk in
South East Wairarapa, within and about the Southern
Remutaka Range, Hatepe to the east of Lake Taupo
and the Kaipo block in Kaimanawa Forest Park.

Upper South Island
On the West Coast, aerial control is proposed for
lowland forest at One One and Ianthe near Hari Hari
and Atarau South at the southeast corner of the
Paparoa Range. Very high possum densities have been
recorded at Ianthe and One One, with recent nearby
herd infection cases. The Atarau South operation will
reduce herd infection risks in the lower Grey valley and
will complement nearby DOC possum control work.
Ground-based possum control will continue in many
West Coast valleys to protect herds from infection.
In the North Canterbury-Marlborough high country,
aerial operations are proposed under long-term plans
to eradicate infection from herds in Clarence Valley
and on Molesworth Station.

Lower South Island
The sole aerial operation proposed for 2021 in the
Lower South Island is at Shag Forest in East Otago.
TB has been diagnosed from a nearby herd, with
wildlife TB found as recently as 2012. Extensive
ground-based possum control will continue in the
surrounding areas of this aerial.
Ground possum control is planned for 470,000
hectares in total in the Lower South Island. Much of
this is a repeat of previous work to ensure no clusters
of possums remain with the disease. Wildlife surveys
of pigs and ferrets have been planned for 70,000
hectares.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

Consulting with communities
This summary of OSPRI’s planned aerial pest
management programme for 2020/2021 has been
prepared to help people and groups interested in
or affected by our operations have their say.
The consultation process invites affected parties to
express their views or concerns and allows OSPRI
to consider what they have to say. OSPRI makes
informed decisions by assessing feedback, although
this assessment focuses on the parameters of the
operations, not the methodology or the use of 1080
in general. While OSPRI is not responsible for
regulation of 1080, all its operations are subject
to regulations administered by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
The consultation process OSPRI follows to ensure
input from all affected parties is illustrated on page 9.

Opportunities for consultation
As manager of the TBfree programme, OSPRI is keen
to listen to the views of all communities interested
in proposed operations. The areas of operation are
detailed in the next section of this document, and input
is encouraged via the form on page 28 at the back of
this document.

Operations ahead
Operational specifics are confirmed after consultation
and will be communicated directly to affected
parties through appropriate channels such as public
notifications, media and OSPRI’s website, ospri.co.nz.

2021 TBfree Disease Control Operations Consultation

Aerial operation planning and consultation process
ASSESSING

Establish the
need for operations

LISTENING

Invite input from
interest groups

PLANNING

Design and
review feedback

Consider
feedback

DOING

Inform and
implement

Notify public

Post-operative
action

-6 MTHS

Consult
landowners,
iwi, affected
parties

Check signage

Review
operation

Declare safe,
inform and
communicate

Remove
signage

0 MTHS

+3 MTHS

+6 MTHS

FINAL REVIEW

-12 MTHS

Risk to herds
and TB history

REVIEWING

UP TO
-24 MTHS

Final steps to
complete operation

INDICATIVE
TIMELINE

TB
eradication
timeline

Engage
landowners,
iwi, affected
parties

Wildlife
density

Meet land user
organisations

Inform regional
councils

Discuss timing

Consult DOC

Consult
public health
authorities

Design
operations

Define
boundaries

Confirm
timings

Consider deer
repellent

Obtain consents

Inform with
signage

Apply
stringent
health and
safety
practice

Complete
pest control
operation

Clear track

Survey and
monitor results
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How Molesworth possum
control has been shaped
by consultation
An important part of OSPRI’s disease management
work is planning aerial possum control operations
for the next season and consulting the communities
affected.
New Zealand’s biggest farm, Molesworth Station
(180,787 hectares) is part of a vast, mountainous
landscape in the northern South Island high country.
It is one of the last large farmed areas where possums
and other vectors of bovine TB are still being brought
under control. Molesworth Station has a long history
of TB infection in its cattle herd and wildlife, dating
back to the early 1960s.
The station is the focus of a multi-year programme
of targeted possum control, wildlife surveillance and
disease management which began with a large aerial
operation in winter 2017.
As a working farm, stock management and timing are
important considerations, so close consultation with
the managers of the station about how and when to fly
aerial operations is key to OSPRI’s work on the station.
It’s a popular area for deer, pig and gamebird hunters.
Aerial control operations risk by-kill of deer. OSPRI
recognises this risk and is committed to working
with hunting groups to minimise the impacts through
targeted use of deer repellent in areas important to
them. This approach has been particularly successful
in the central North Island in the highly valued
sika deer hunting areas.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

When the initial Molesworth-Acheron East aerial
operation had been flown in 2017 and successfully
reduced the possum population by more than
95 percent, it was also apparent that there had been
a high by-kill of wild deer. Although deer populations
replace themselves relatively quickly, OSPRI has
commissioned Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research
to undertake a long-term study of deer abundance
before and after aerial control on Molesworth.
OSPRI also recognised the need for a more effective
deer repellent. As one was not immediately available,
the next planned Molesworth operation was deferred
until research into new repellents could be undertaken.
Field trials on a newly developed repellent – a substance
that makes cereal baits unpalatable for deer while
maintaining palatability in possums and achieving
the required reduction in possum numbers – were
successfully carried out by Manaaki Whenua during
aerial operations on adjacent properties in 2019.
Close to 40 percent of deer exposed to repellent
baits survived, while all (100 percent) of possums
in the same area died.
In consultation with farmers and hunters, OSPRI has
undertaken to use 100 percent deer repellent bait
during the next phase of possum control operations
on Molesworth Station.
OSPRI has demonstrated that by listening to people
affected by aerial operations – and acting to balance
the needs of land users – we are committed to
a consultative approach to the essential work of
eradicating TB from New Zealand.

2021 TBfree Disease Control Operations Consultation

OSPRI + DOC collaborate for
Ruapehu predator control
As well as eradicating TB in livestock and possums,
there are positive biodiversity benefits from using 1080
– particularly for New Zealand’s native flora and fauna.
Every year introduced pests kill millions of native
birds and destroy swathes of native bush. Many of
New Zealand’s native species are struggling to survive
in the wild. Without the use of 1080 to control possums
and other predators (rats, stoats and ferrets), birds
such as kiwi, whio and mohua, among many others,
will disappear from mainland New Zealand.
A TBfree collaborative project with Department of
Conservation during last winter spelt a timely end
for possums, stoats and rats preying on Southern
Ruapehu’s birds and bats, and supported the recovery
of native forest environment.
A large-scale aerial 1080 predator response
programme for the forest around the mountain’s
southern slopes, from State Highway 4 west of
Ohakune to The Whangaehu River at Tangiwai, aimed
to reduce numbers of possums and other pests, and
give birds like kiwi, kereru and whio an opportunity
to breed undisturbed during last Spring.
The short-tailed bat, pekapeka – vulnerable to rats,
stoats and feral cats – benefited from predator
control whilst endangered shrubs like the mistletoe,
an epiphyte which grows high in the beech forest,
was granted some relief from possum browsing.

ospri.co.nz
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North Island
Aerial Operations
2021
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Hawke’s Bay, North Island

Hawke’s Bay
OSPRI is managing a cluster of TB infection in the
Hawke’s Bay. The Kokomoka-Takahiapo, Waikoau,
Willow Flat and Tutaekuri-Mohaka operations outlined
below are in response to the outbreak. Quick largescale operations will knock the possum population
down to reduce the spread from infected wildlife
to domestic herds in the region.

Kokomoka-Takahiapo
Hawke’s Bay/Bay of Plenty
Terrain and operational area
The project area is located along the eastern edge
of the Waipunga Forest and Whirinaki Conservation
Park. The block extends into the Kaingaroa Forest
and is primarily commercial exotic forest. The southern
section of the area, Takahiapo, is Public Conservation
Land comprising regenerating native vegetation.
Portions of the block are managed by the Central
North Island (CNI) Iwi Collective.

Eradication objective
TB freedom in the Waipunga and Bay of Plenty
TB management areas (TMA) is expected by 2029.

13

Recent TB infection history
Infected pigs have been found in the eastern area
adjacent to this block. DNA testing has confirmed
that TB is in the possum population.

Operational control method preferred
The area is covered in native bush on moderate-tosteep country, making aerial 1080 control a more costeffective and safer option.

Consultation and collaboration
On adjacent land east of Kokomoka, OSPRI track
maintenance has provided landowners with better
access to land for management and for improved
ground control work. Initial contact has been made
with relevant iwi landowners.

ospri.co.nz
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Hawke’s Bay, North Island

Waikoau
Hawke’s Bay
Terrain and operational area
The Waikoau area is almost entirely made up of
exotic forestry, with a small amount of public
conservation land. Most of the area is of moderateto-steep elevation.

Eradication objective
Waikoau is part of the East Coast TMA. OSPRI’s goals
for TB control in the area are:
•

TB freedom in livestock by 2026

•

Maintain TB freedom in possums

Consultation and collaboration
This operation is within the Hawke’s Bay Regional
Council’s possum control programme. Collaboration
between OSPRI and HBRC is occurring to ensure the
landowners in this area are informed about the two
separate programmes. Discussions have been held with
local iwi, including the owner of a large forestry block.
Control on other private land commenced in 2019 and
communication with these landowners is ongoing.

Recent TB infection history
A ferret tested positive for TB in the adjacent
Matahorua area in 2019. The DNA of the infection
matches all other cases of TB found in Hawke’s Bay
area, with some infected farms near the proposed
treatment area.

Operational control method preferred
Thorough coverage throughout the block is required
to ensure a high level of confidence of TB freedom.
The large area, and its dense bush habitat, makes
ground access virtually impossible in some areas,
meaning aerial control is essential.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme
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Hawke’s Bay, North Island

Willow Flat
Hawke’s Bay

15

Terrain and operational area
The Willow Flat aerial project is almost entirely
over commercial forestry of various ages.

Eradication objective
The area is part of the Urewera TMA. Eradication
is expected by 2025.

Consultation and collaboration
OSPRI has been in discussions with the main manager/
owner of land in the area.

Recent TB infection history
This operation is proposed as part of the Hawke’s Bay
response programme and is required to prevent future
spread of TB in possums.

Operational control method preferred
Thorough coverage throughout the block is required
to ensure a high level of confidence of TB freedom.
The large area, and its dense bush habitat, makes
ground access virtually impossible in some areas,
meaning aerial control is essential.

ospri.co.nz
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Hawke’s Bay, North Island

Tutaekuri – Mohaka
Hawke’s Bay
Terrain and operational area
This operational area has the Mohaka River and
Mangatutu Hot Springs on its northern boundary.
Its eastern boundary follows farmland south to
Whittle Rd and travels west to Little’s Clearing,
extending north to connect back to the Mohaka
River. The area is entirely public conservation land
and generally very steep county, with hunting of
sika and red deer.

Eradication objective
The area is part of the Tutaekuri-Waitara TMA.
Eradication is expected in 2027.

Consultation and collaboration

Operational control method preferred

This operation was recently added as part of
the Hawke’s Bay response so its inclusion in the
programme has not been widely communicated.

Thorough coverage throughout the block is required
to ensure a high level of confidence of TB freedom.
The large area, and its dense bush habitat, makes
ground access virtually impossible in some areas,
meaning aerial control is essential.

Recent TB infection history
This operation forms part of the Hawke’s Bay response
programme and is required to re-establish the buffer
zone to prevent known infection from forest land
spreading to neighbouring farms.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme
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Central North Island

Central North Island
Hatepe 3
Taupo/Waikato
Terrain and operational area
Hatepe 3 is primarily production pine forest.
The topography is flat-to-moderate hill country,
with steep native bush gorges. Lake Taupo Forest
Trust administers most of the pine forest within
the operational boundary. The Hinemaiaia River,
on the northern edge of the area’s boundary, is a
popular fishing location and the wider area is used
for recreational hunting of wild pigs and deer.

Eradication objective
The area is part of the Hatepe Lake TMA. Eradication
is expected by 2027.

Consultation and collaboration
Preliminary discussions have been held with the
Department of Conservation regarding public land
requirements. Local beneficial trust owners were
initially consulted with in 2019. Discussions will
continue with the board of Lake Taupo Forest Trust.
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Operational control method preferred
The rugged nature of the terrain, dense bush
habitat, size and general inaccessibility of this
block, means aerial control is the preferred and
most effective method.

Recent TB infection history
The area has an extensive history of TB infection in
the wildlife population. Infected possums were found
at Motuoapa in 2010 and 2012. In June 2020, a possum
showing TB-typical lesions was recovered from the area.

ospri.co.nz
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Central North Island

Kaipo
Central North Island
Terrain and operational area
This control area is situated within Kaimanawa Forest
Park. The area lies to the south-east of the Taupo
township and extends from the Hinemaiaia Stream
in the west and extends to and reaches parts of the
Taharua River in the east. The area contains a mixture
of steep to very steep native forest, which is mostly
unmodified red beech with a thick understory of
pepperwood and other native species.
Most of the area is DOC-managed Public Conservation
Land. There are several huts regularly used by hunters
and trampers throughout the year.

Eradication objective
The Kaipo operation is part of the Hatepe-Kaimanawa
TMA. Eradication is expected in 2030.

Consultation and collaboration
OSPRI collaborated with Manaaki Whenua Landcare
Research and DOC to undertake deer repellent trials
in this area during the last aerial operation in 2016.

Recent TB infection history
TB has been found regularly in wildlife in the area.
A possum monitoring operation in the area in June
2019 indicated a high possum population.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

Operational control method preferred
The area is covered in native bush on steep and
moderate country, making aerial 1080 control a
more cost-effective and safe option over sometimes
dangerous ground.
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Lower North Island

Lower North Island
Aorangi
South Wairarapa/Wellington
Terrain and operational area
The project area is in the south-eastern corner of the
Wellington region, within the South Wairarapa District.
Adjoining the Aorangi State Forest Park, it comprises
steep hill country in mainly native forest cover.

Eradication objective
Aorangi is part of the South East Wairarapa TMA.
Eradication is expected by 2030.

Consultation and collaboration
This proposed aerial operation in the Aorangi area
is the third of a collaborative project involving OSPRI,
Greater Wellington Regional Council, DOC and the
Aorangi Restoration Trust. Victoria University of
Wellington is conducting a 10-year monitoring
study as part of the collaborative project, looking
at biodiversity responses to possum control using
a range of techniques to monitor wildlife species
within the area.
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Operational control method preferred
The large area, and dense bush habitat, makes ground
access challenging and virtually impossible in some
areas, meaning aerial control is the preferred method.

Recent TB infection history
The South East Wairarapa TMA has a long history
of TB, in wildlife and cattle herds. In 2010–11 infected
herds were identified close to the Aorangi Range.
The most recent wildlife infection was found in a
young pig in 2016. The last time the area was aerially
controlled was 2017. Wild cattle caught in the foothills
of the Aorangi Range were also found to be TB infected.

ospri.co.nz
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Lower North Island

Southern Remutaka/
Lower Hutt
Wellington
Terrain and operational area
Located at the southern end of the Remutaka
Range, the area surrounds the Orongorongo River,
with a steep-sided gorge extending north towards
Wainuiomata. Native forest and scrub are the primary
habitat types.

Eradication objective
The area is part of the Remutaka-Hutt TMA.
Eradication is expected by 2033.

Consultation and collaboration
OSPRI has been working with the Department of
Conservation, Greater Wellington Regional Council,
and conservation groups working in the area to
coordinate control operations.

Recent TB infection history
A total of 31 infected possums have been caught since
1996, with the two most recent caught in 2012. Nine
TB-infected pigs have been caught in the TMA over
this same time, with the two most recent found in area
north of the operational boundary in 2010 and 2011.
The last time the area was aerially controlled was 2017.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

Operational control method preferred
The large area, and dense bush habitat, makes ground
access challenging and virtually impossible in some
areas, meaning aerial control is the preferred method.

2021 TBfree Disease Control Operations Consultation

South Island
Aerial Operations
2021
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Upper South Island

Upper South Island
Ianthe and One One
Hari Hari, West Coast
Terrain and operational area
The Ianthe operational area, bordered by the Wanganui
River and Lake Ianthe, comprises 10,000 hectares
of dense forest near the coast and dense swamps in
the north.
The One One operational area covers 4,000 hectares
north of Hari Hari between State Highway 6 and the
Tasman Sea. It sits between the One One and Poerua
rivers, with La Fontaine Stream forming the eastern
border. Habitat type is mainly podocarp forest
and swamp.
Most of the land in both operational areas is owned
by Ngāi Tahu Forestry with the remainder administered
by the Department of Conservation (DOC).

Eradication objective
The Ianthe and One One operational areas are part
of the Hari Hari TMA where eradication is expected
by 2022.

Consultation and collaboration
OSPRI is working with Zero Invasive Predators
(ZIP), Predator Free 2050 and DOC to develop
a collaborative control plan in the Hari Hari TMA,
including aerial control in the proposed Ianthe
and One One operational areas.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

Recent TB infection history
In August 2020 the area had three infected herds
with three further herds under investigation. Infection
has been found in possums in the Wanganui River
catchment between the Ianthe and One One aerial
blocks, where possum populations have likely
re-established.

Operational control method preferred
The terrain in the area, especially swampy conditions,
make ground control methods extremely difficult.
Aerial treatment is considered the most effective way
to break the disease cycle in wildlife and to achieve
eradication.

2021 TBfree Disease Control Operations Consultation

Upper South Island

Atarau South
Grey West, West Coast

23

Terrain and operational area
The proposed project area takes in the southern
Paparoa Range on the inland/eastern side from Coal
Creek in the south to the watershed of Blackball Creek
in the north. Most land is undeveloped and managed
by DOC, with some mining activity at Roa, above
Blackball township. The block comprises steepsided valleys, bluffs, creeks and rivers, with mature
native forest.

Eradication objective
Atarau South is in the Grey West TMA. Eradication
is expected by 2021.

Consultation and collaboration

Operational control method preferred

The treatment area in Atarau South is expected to fill
the ‘gaps’ of DOC’s 2020 Roaring Meg operation and
complete treatment of the eastern face of the Paparoa
Range alongside the Grey Valley. Initial notification has
been provided to iwi interests.

Rugged, isolated and impossible to access in most
parts by foot, aerial control of the area is considered
the most viable and effective way to achieve
eradication.

Recent TB infection history
Infection in herds and wildlife has been detected
in the Paparoa Range to the north-west.

ospri.co.nz
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Upper South Island

Constitution Hill
Clarence Reserve, East Coast
Terrain and operational area
The Constitution Hill area is part of Muzzle Station.
It sits on the western side of the Clarence River,
running from Tinkers Saddle in the south to Dart
Stream in the north. The inland Kaikoura Ranges make
up the western boundary. The habitat type consists
of tussock, farmland and scree.

Eradication objective
The area is part of the Clarence Reserve TMA.
Eradication is expected by 2026.

Consultation and collaboration
Constitution Hill is in the Clarence Valley where there
has been an extensive effort to eradicate TB. There has
been early notification of this operation to iwi interests.

Recent TB infection history
There is a longstanding infected herd in the area
due to wildlife related infection.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

Operational control method preferred
Rugged, isolated and impossible to access in most
parts by foot, aerial control of the area is considered
the most viable and effective way to achieve eradication.
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Bush Gully and Tarndale
Molesworth, East Coast
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This is the third time this operation has been included
in OSPRI’s annual consultation document. It was
originally planned for 2019 and has twice been deferred.

Terrain and operational area
Bush Gully covers about 21,500 ha and Tarndale
about 40,000 ha. The proposed aerial programme
encompasses parts of the Crimea Range and lies to
the north and north-west of Hanmer Springs. Tarndale
encompasses land on the internal block of Molesworth
Station including Yarra River, Alma River and Tarndale.
The habitat type is predominantly rolling and steep
terrain with tussock, native grasses, scrub and bush
isolated to patches and gullies. It generally has a dry,
drought-prone climate. Tarndale’s habitat type is arid
Marlborough grasslands interspersed with patches of
scrub and bush.

Eradication objective

Operational control method preferred

The area is part of the Clarence Catchment and the
Molesworth Clarence Reserve TMAs. Eradication is
expected in 2033.

The operation area is very large and aerial control
is considered the only effective method of achieving
eradication.

Consultation and collaboration
The Molesworth Steering Group was established in
2018, comprising representatives from key stakeholders
and groups in the area. There is on-going consultation
with NZDA local branches and other hunting groups.

Recent TB infection history
The area has an extensive history of TB infection in
both wildlife and livestock. TB has been found in all
surveys, most recently in ferrets and pigs in 2015.
The TB prevalence in pigs on Molesworth Station has
been consistently high, with TB-infected ferrets found
in the neighbouring Rainbow and Sedgemere areas
in 2016, 2017 and 2018.

ospri.co.nz
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Lower South Island

Lower South Island
Shag Forest
Terrain and operational area
The Shag Forest aerial project covers about 4000
hectares of exotic forest alongside the Shag River,
north of Macraes (Ōtī). Some of the terrain is unsafe
to access by foot, including the steep faces of the
Shag River, Bushy Creek, Big Gully and Rough Gully.
The entire project area is surrounded by extensive,
dryland farms.
The Shag Forest area was successfully treated by
aerial control in 2017, with targeted ground control
work surrounding it in the past year. Possum numbers
need to be kept low over multiple years to eradicate
the disease. Possum density in the aerial area was
measured using wax tags in November 2019. Results
indicate that possum numbers will be high enough
to require further control in 2021.

Eradication objective
The Shag Forest operation is part of the East Otago
TMA. Eradication of TB is expected by 2035. Extensive
ground possum control covering 125,500 hectares
has been carried out in the rest of the TMA, as well
as in adjacent areas in the Maniototo. Aerial control
will complement further intensive ground control work
in 2020/21.

Consultation and collaboration
Discussions with major landowners in the area have
been conducted and consultation with interested
parties is taking place.

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

Recent TB infection history
There is currently an infected cattle herd in this TMA,
close to the aerial project area. Infected wildlife was
found as recently as 2012. This operation is important
to eradicating TB from the area and is supported by
extensive ground possum control.

Operational control method preferred
This operational area contains some steep terrain,
meaning aerial control is a safer and more costeffective method of control.

2021 TBfree Disease Control Operations Consultation
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Have your say
We invite feedback on our 2021 national plan for TBfree pest control operations. OSPRI seeks to consult
specifically on the nature, boundaries and timing of proposed operations.
Submissions are invited on the operations proposed in this document not on wider issues such as the purposes
of the TBfree programme or the use of 1080 for pest control in New Zealand.
OSPRI encourages engagement with interested communities and those affected by proposed TBfree operations,
and invites input on this document until 30 September 2020 through several channels:
•

By email to consultation@ospri.co.nz

•

By post to National TBfree Operations Consultation, PO Box 3412, Wellington 6140

•

By phone on 0800 482 463

•

By completing the form on the www.ospri.co.nz/have-your-say website.

Please use the form below to submit your feedback on any of the proposed pest control operations outlined
in this document.
Your submission may become publicly available information. For this reason, please indicate clearly if your
comments are commercially sensitive or if, for some other reason, you do not consider that they should be
disclosed. Any request for non-disclosure would be considered under the Official Information Act 1982 and
the Privacy Act 1993.
Submissions will be used to inform the final proposals.

Name
Position and organisation
Area of interest (farmer, hunter, etc)
Phone
Email
Postal address
1.

What is the proposed aerial operation/s you are commenting on?

2. What is the primary subject of your submission?

 Timings of proposed operation
 Rationale for operation
 Impact of business or commercial activity
 General operational concerns
3. Please outline your feedback

TBfree is an OSPRI programme

 Other (please state):

